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The bulk: of this issue is devoted to the Por tugue se events of 
1974-75. Several features, in our opinion, need stressing: 

~) The tremendous upsurge of urban and rural 
the overthrow of the Caetano regime in April 1974. 
with a massive re1ease of pent-up, creative energy 
all fields of social life. 

struggle that fo1~owed 
This was associated 

manifesting itself in 

b) The decomposition of many of the bases of cla~sical bourgeois 
power. But the private ownership of industrial enterprises and of the 
latifundia, and the imperialist commitment; were gradually replaced by 
state capitalist institutions (over 70% of Portuguese industry is now 
nationalised) which guarantee the continued domination of Capital in only 
·marginally altered form. 

c) The difficulties confronting the working •la·s~ in its attempts 
to create genuinely autonomous organs of struggle. These difficul'ties 
were part~:·4:~.:.·t.o.,the proliferation of leftist groups, all allegedly 
speaking 1:on behalf· o·f, the working class but in reality seeki.ng to 
manipulate militancy fo~ theiz:/own objectives. ·· · 

d) The depth of the· çla~·.s struggle in the countryside, particularly 
in the Al(;lntejo}' 

e) }rhe 'persistencp·:: .. of danger-ous illusions ( largely fostered by the 
l.eft, andf~. only now slow'ïj b~~'Jig dissipated) concerning an alleged com 
munity o~interests be,tweé:n the Army and 'the People' (the so-call.ed 
MFA-Povo :!~ilia~ce). 

J,; :. 
f) -;i;t'hè lim:i,.tations of ·~yen the most radical forma of self-management 

when appli,ed within an: over~ji capitalist framework. 
. ~t#~ 

-Ô: 

g) The depth to which (side by side with the explosion of the new) 
traditional attitudes to the problems of everyday life persist, penetra 
ting the .thinking and practice of leaders and led alike, and crippl.ing 
meaningful. action. 

... 

We have chosen five texts which illustrate some of these points 
and raise probl.ems worthy of discussion: 

1) The· Manifeste of the P.~stal workers of Lisbon in June 1974. This 
was issued at the time of their major strike against an admi·nistration 
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in which the roP was strongly· en.trendied .. 
important confrontations.· be twe en' a section 
Co~unist Party~• 

It repre.s~·n:l;;eq. .. one. of the first 
of the worki~g class and the 

2) An editorial (1What Workers Councils?') published by the paper · 
1Combate' (Rua da Atalaia 204/206, Lisbon 2) in July 1975. This describes 
the artificial creation of 'Workers Councils' by the PRP-BR (Proletarian 
Revolutionary Party - Revolutionary Brigades)., an. organisation poli tically 
close to I.S., except that it does not urge people· to vote for social 
démo·crats. ,· The article describes some working class responses to these 
attempts at manipulation. · ... 

·3) An article 'Portugal - North and South' by Phil Meyler which 
seeks to dispel some of the stereotyped images of the 'reactionary1 North 
versus the 'radical' South, and to explain what made possible the massive 
attacks last-summer on various left-wing headquarters. 

· 4) A diary by Maurice Brinton describing somè experie~ces in 
Portugal during August .1975.· 

5) A reply to Tony Cliff1s 'Open Letter to the Portuguese ·Revolu~ion' 
(published in 1S0ciali$t Worker' on October 11, 1975) in which the relation 
of ·Party to Councils is. sharply posed. 

We hope these articles 
will initiate u deepgoing 
discussion on the nature and 
ll.'mi.ta.tions of the Portuguese 
Revolution, in which all 
readers will participate. 

-The next SOLIDARITY 
Conference (in January, .in. 
Liverpool) will be discussing 
these matters. Details obtain 
able from .-çhe National Worlq..ng 
Group, c/o 15 Charles Street,. 
Oxford. 

.. 

* . Other important strikes. at this time in which the workers came up against 
both the Communist Party and the MFA (Armed Forces Movement) were the·. 
struggl~s at·the Lisnave shipyards and at TAP (Portuguese Airlines). 
'i'here is an excellent description of the latter in ·'Portugal: l'autre 
combat' by Avilla, Ferreira, Lery, Orsoni and Reeve (Spartacus, Par;i.~,. 
1975). 
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( JUNE 1974) 

The CTT (Post Office) workers came out on strike on June 17, 
1974. As the dispute hit directly at the new administration 
it was savagely repressed by the government and virulently 
denounced by the FCP. For the FCP there could be no strikes 
1against the collectivity'. The problem was that the CTT 
workers did not feel themselves part of the 1collectivity1• 

After all the belief in the union structure which the 'Pro 
Union Committee' (CPS) had fostered, the CTT workers were 
'amazed' at being attacked publicly by the so-called poli 
tical Party of the Working Glass. The Committee issuing the 
manifesta was made up of various union tendencies from 
before April 25th and a number of worker militants integrated 
onto the Committee at a later date. Despite illusions as to 
the role of the FCP and as to the role of unions as organs 
of struggle, the document raises a number of interesting · 
points. 

•A great campaign of lies continues to fall upon us, the workers of CTT. 
The real meaning of our struggle persistently continues to be misrepre 
sented, so !hat public opinion has come out against us, trying to raise 
doubts and,confusion among us, and seeking to isolate the pro-uni9n 
workers' committee. 

We daily receive hundreds of telephone calls and telegrams from 
all over the country in which the CTT workers demonstrate their support, 
decide to continue united in struggle, and ask that we deny and denounce 
the untrue allegations made against th~ Committee and against all the 
workers of CTT. It is the indignant voices of 35,000 workers, and the 
right of the public to receive correct information which compel us, yet 
again, to deny the falsehoods and insinuations made against us. These 
are made by the leaders of the Lisbon Regional Organisation (DORL) of 
the so-called Communist Party, an organisation which despite calling 
itself the party of the workers and the defender of their interests has 
distinguished itself in this campaign by attacking our struggle. It is 
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an organisation which is certainly aware of the facts. But they have 
misrepresented. and ·fa1si,'fiefü our struggle ·~n · thei,,:r;, icommuniqi,les, in their 
meetings, in ~heir'·pre1ùi, and· êven in, othër or-gans' of informàtion,:, through 
articles and decl:arations ·from their membe r-a and· sympathisera. 

Let us look, for example, ai ~6m~ of·the most important points of 
the DORL communiqué of the so-called Communist Party, which appeared in 
the newspapers of June 28, 1974: 

1) On the composition of the CPS they say it is made up of elements 
which appeared after April 25th., replacing the workers who, for nearl.y 
4 years, had struggled hard and honestly for the creation of a union. 
They·try to create the impression that the elements of this Committee 
never did any work for· the workers. 

It is èvident that.a Committee which tried to organise union work 
in an enterprise numbering 35,000 workers could not function with a smal.1 
number of people. Because of this the Comrni ttee was .enlarged .t o hel.p i t 
cope wi th the many problems which the workers face.'· The new members of 
the Comm.ittee were democratically elected by the workers~ at a meeting 
hel.d in the Sports Pavilion on May 5. 

2) The !CP ·claims that the Commi ttee:·. called the strike 'over the 
heads of the majority. of CTT workers• •. As we have announced a number of 
times (and the majority of CTT workers ca:n confirm this) the strîke was 
decid.ed by the workers, in a large·meeti.ng_of delegates, through·telephone 
contacts with various parts of the country who could not be present, and 
in Assemblies held in·many work-places. The decision. to strike ~not 
taken by the CPS. The Committee lirnited itself to carrying out the ins 
tructions of the workers. Moreover, the strike was declared on June 12 
and there was still. time until June 17 for the government to put forward 

a negotiable counter-proposal. 

The !CP knows this very well. A member of their Central Committee= 
was informed of.it when he was atour offices •. ··,We-.don1t understà.nd why· 
they continue:to lie about .us and seek to prevent.the public from being· .. 
accurately informed. 

3) As regards the abandoning of the struggle by those who are most 
impartial, we ask DORL to say who these are. 

. 4) The communiqué reiterates various accueations against indivi.,. 
dual·workers of CTT, saying that they are deep:j,.y implicated in Fascism. 
The CPS would·appreciate knowing ~heir names and being provided with 
proo.fs, so tha t. we . can colla te all the. fac ts and speed. up the purging 
processes. 

·. 5) 'Xhe commund.qué continues: 1Workers of CTT, i t is you and. onl.y . 
you }~h~,:.,'ë~ accept the government proposals. Ln all stations you ahou Ld' .'·. 
holdi. meetings.and approve motions in support of the government propos.ale'. 
We c:an say that in all stations meetings have taken place and motions 



have been proposed. All rejected the gover-nmen t proposals. 

Meanwhile the workers have approved a new J.ist of demànds, which 
has already been handed in. 

While we have tried to clear up some fundamental points the list 
of lies is long. The CPS have more important tasks than entering into 
polemios with political organisations. This was never our intention and 
we hope we won' t be forced to spend our time in such re.plies. Poli tic al 
organisations who, for whatever reasons, oppose our struggle shoul.d do 
so honestl.y, and not use lies and falsifications which have an effect on 
public opinion.· They should reply ta the facts. 

Once again we affirm that we are reacting to the so-called Communist 
Party because they have been the standard-bearers of the struggle against 
us, and the principal force which supports the offensive against us. 

The principal task of the Committee is to develop the work of the 
union and the united struggle of the workers in the defense of their 
interests and needs. 

Lisbon, June 29, 1974. 

The above document was sent to all the national papers. None of 
them published it. 

NEW PAMPHLETS 

Since our last issue we have published two pamphlets, which 
are being sent to ~11 subscribers. 

WOMEN IN THE SPANISH REVOLUTION (10p pl.us postage) by Liz 
Willis~ As the author points out 'it cannot be assumed 
tha t when his torians wri te about II pe.opl.e II or 11workers II the y 
mean women to anything like the same extent as men'. The· 
pamphlet highlights some of the aspects, both positive and 
negative, in this largely ignored area. 

SPONTANEITY AND ORGANISATION (10p pius postage) by Mu~rày 
Bookchin. A reprint of this thought-provoking essay, 
first published in 'Liberation' and 1Anarchos1 magazines in 
1972. 'The tragedy of the socialist movement is that it 
opposes organisation to spontaneity and tries to assimil.ate 
the social process to political and organisational instru- 
mentalism • • 
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( EDITORIAL OF '~.aAT~, No. 27, JULY 1975) 

The. Labour· Movemerit be fore and af-ter April 25th. 

U~til April 25th the working classes in Portugal, in the struggles 
they had embarked on against capit~lism (throughout the fascist period), 
had had few possibilities of getting to know and of confronting the party 
and trade union structures which claimed to represent and defend them. 
Thiis aspect is qÙ.ite signl.fi-:iall'i;. I·!; helps us to understand the wave of 
radical autonomous strikes unleashed by the working class after April 25th. 

It was precisely because there were no structures of party and union ~ 
type, talking of the 'stabili ty of the national economy' ( as the roP and • 
Intersindical so flagrantly did after April 25th) that the radicalisation. 
of autonomous working class action could reach undreamt of proportions. 

The upsurge of demanda attempting primarily to mi.tigate the poverty 
stricken situation of the Portuguese workers, soon by-passed this stage 
of ma.king demanda : it became a frontal attack on the basic structures of 
capitalism. Aims that appeared revolutionary, such as the workers' struggle 
to reduce wage differentials, were accompanied by forms embodying direct 
democracy: the General Assemblies of Workers. 

As it was of primary importance tô Intersindical and to the rop to 
deviate this movement into reformist channels, there was a split. A 
spontaneous, autonomous movement arase. It was atone and the same time 
the expression of a revolutionary necessity in the face of capitalist . 
exploitation and a movement against the organisations that were preventing 
the achievement of t..hese aims. e 

The General Assemblies, being the direct emanation of the needs of, 
all· the wor-ke r-s , r-e pr-e ae nbed an important. step in the direction of wor-ker-s ' 
emancipation. The Workers' Committees, elected during struggles, reflected 
the most radical layer of workers. While the workers elected to the Com 
mittees were the expression of the requirements of the struggle at the 
place of work, another movement developed and grew radical, giving rise to 
the. Inter-Fac tory Commi ttees. 

The Inter-Factory Committees 

Because of its perspectives this profoundly anti-capitali-st workers' 
movement was bound to spread. The TAP strike was the highest.point of 
this movement. · 
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When troops occupied the airport the striking workers realised that 
their revolutionary demands had to be extended and resolved by the entire 
working class. As at TAP most of the str~kes that 'broke out - Lisnave, 
EFACEC, Timex, CTT (postal workers), Soganthal. - represented a revolu 
tionary necèssity that could not be limited to 1defence of the national 
e conomy", The framework of struggle had to shift from a un1't of pro'duction 
to.a grouping of.production units. · ·' ·· 

,The Inter-Factory Committees at first accurately reflected these 
aspiration's.. Bub as soon as they were infiltrated by variotis leftist 
groups·, manipulations ( the· habitua.l practice of these groups) cropped up , 
This was the beginning of the end for the Inter-Factory Committees. 
Moreover the collapse of struggles in those factories which had no concrete 
aima for uniting among. themselves, and the demobilisation of the rank and. 
file, made it easier for the leftist groups to gain control. The comrades 
of the Workers' Committees who, in the factory struggles, had been the 
radical expression of the needs of the workers, became, on the Inter~ 
Fact~ry Committees, the agents and recruiters serving the needs of the 
various leftist parties to which they belonged. 

Their activity as revol.utionary militants, from that time on, was 
at the service of the sects directing them. It was contrary to the inter 
ests of the working masses. It became increasingly bureaucratie and 
remote, whether by placing itself entirely at the service of party ideo 
logies· or, eve:ri more dangerously, when the mil.i tants. bhemee Lve e be came .. 
the new bosses through the Workers' Committees whd.ch now manage almost,.~11 
the factories described as being self-managed. · 

Choosing between parties began to constitute the fundamental life 
of the Inter-Factory Committees. Because they did not in any way reflect 
the workers' interests, a situation of frustration and impasse developed. 

The PRP took account of this situation. It tried to exploit it to 
its own advantage with the creation of the Revolutionary Council.s of 
Workerà, Sold:i:ers and Sailors (CRTSM). 

Deadlock in the Working Class Struggle: The Meaning of the Council.s 

The frustration created by interparty struggles led large sections 
of the working masses into a certain stagnation. This·was reflected not 
only in the refusal to adhere to one party or another; .the working c Lase. 
now also undèrstood that 'Portuguese-style social.ism' only cal.J.ed for 
sacrifices. . . . .. ·. . 

Portuguese capi talism· ·cfould only emerge from the crisis i t is now · 
going through if the workèrs were ready to pay with their·sweat for the 
reconstruction of the national·economy. In populist ideological. terms, 
the MFA and its acolytes call this 'the Battle for Production'. 
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The MFA, the parties and the unions not only enter the Workers and 
Tenants Committees to try to recuperate the spontaneous energy which the 
creation of :the Committees.was based on, but also encourage the appearance 
of radical structures in 'or'de r to reèuperate them· t oo ;: later ·on. · · 

The example of.the CRTSM is significant of·what ·manipulation by a· 
party_ or_by a 'progressive' section of the MFA can amount te. It was no 
ac câ.dent; that the PRP and the I progressive' section 'of the MFA had to 
assist the s t ruc bur-â.ng of the CRTSM, as a springboârd for future rilani- ·· · 
pulation. 

On the one hand the PRP cannot existas a party without recruiting 
workers.. It's aim is to capture the state machine, wi th a view to. la ter 
beco:ining the ne~ managers and exploitera - hence the need to create the. 
CRTSM ae a parallel structure to attain these objectives •. Th~ 'progr~s- 

. :-sive'-· section of the MFA uses these same Councils with the aim of.em~rging 
f~om the current criais capitalism is going through. It believes that · 

·:.:the·. Councils can stimula te the . labour force to produce more • 

.. · .. WhY: is this? This section of the MFA has understood th.at Inter 
sindical and the existing parties no longer have enough pull tô mob~li~e 
working people for the 1Battle for Production'. That is why t};ley are 
using these new forms of organisation, which can be more rep·resentative 
and have an impact on workers. But do the CRTSM at present have an 
influence on the working class? 

.Deadiock in the Autonomous Struggles : The Revolutionary Alternative 

In the current class struggle in Portugal the workers are faced by 
contending forces. They must choose the way most in conformity with 
their revolutionary_interests. 

On the one hand the workers have already understood that, basically, 
par~~es and unions only canalise struggles in terms of party quarrels, ~ 
and manipulate the a.utonomous interests of the working class. 

The demonstrutions of June 17 and July 6 are significant exa~pies. 
The June 17 demo was entirely stage-managed by the PRP. Of the two 
demonst.rations on July 6, the one called by Siderurgia was stage-managed 
by the .. UDP, tha t called by TAP, TLP, Métro, etc. by the _MRPP. Their .. 
objectives were the same: to mobilise the workers in the name o~ objec 
tiv~·s described as 'non-party'.-. bub in reality for the furtherance of 
their.qwn party interests. Whatmust be emphasised is that these parties 
él.lready need the 'non-party' label to mobilise the workers, and they use 
this mobilisation only ·for.:their own growth. 

The PRP is distinguished by the subtlety of the organisational forma 
it has created. It not only called allegedly non-party demos, but began 
by creating an allegedly non-party structure: the CRTpM. It was under 
thia name that i t subsequently developed i ts whole poli ttèal pr-actd.ce , . . .. . .•· .. ·· . 

.. •.(' 
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The CRTSM are··not or-gana generate,;Lli~;r-ectly'- by ·the ,pract.ical'.needs 
of workers in struggle. They appeared at the v·ery ··mome'r1t when· ·workers 
began :to · feel the· nee'd to create new. forms of organisation that transcend 
union: and. pa~ty structures and conne c t up different struggles· in a more 
significant way. ·· In this period there Ls not only an impasse in the 
development of thé workers' autonomous struggles, saturated as they are 
by the acticity of the parties. The autonomous.organisational forms that 
could'.develop unity between different struggles have n~t yet been. found 
by th~ workers. There is plenty of scope for opportunist intervention. 

i . 
'. i 
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· The need persiE,~s for the workers to organise autonomously, wi thout 
being' manipulated by party or union bureaucracies. The rank and file 
General Assemblies in· fac tories, streets, hospi tals, countryside , .. etc., 
whether at a local, regional or national level, need to be extendêd and , 
to develop what the Inter-Factory Committees put forward at the start as: 
the emancipation of all workers. They must be democratically elected and 
subject to instant recall. They should have the function of carrying-- · 
through in practice what is required at present, and the future aim of 
destroying the state machine. 

The workers will have to 
struggle against everything 
and eyeryone who embodies the 
perpetuation of this society. 
There is a whole world of 
exploitation to overcome, 
starting with factories, 
transport, commerce and hospitals 
and finishing with the state. 
T~at is why the workers can only 
count on their own strength. 
They cannot delegate the carrying 
,through of .their revolutionary 
interests to the various deities 
on the Portuguese scene. 

wttl'\1' A~E. )'OIi l)OIIIIÇ ABou.T 
. '"f"HE. CL.AS$ $7"~1.A.(ï(i LC '? 
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· The following text was sent to 'Sol.idarity' and to 'Li.beration' 
magazine (New York) at the end of August 1975 by.Phil. Meyler. 
The author has lived in Portugal. for some time and speaks the 
language fluently. We hope to publish in the spring a substan- 
tial book by Phil, dealing in depth with the background and 
evolution of the Portuguese events to date. The text includes 
excerpts from many documents (produced by tenants' committees, 
shanty town coll.ectives, agricultural. workers' groups, sel.f- . 
nianaged fac tories, etc.) hi therto unavailable in English. ,:The 
book, which runs to about 90,000 words, will probably cost 

· about ~1 ~00. Advance orders welcome. 

April 25, 1974 was welcomed as a J.iberation by nearly all sections 
of Portuguese society. But this pluralism hid deeper contradictions 
which only later became apparent. 

The most advanced industrial areas in Portugal. are found in the 
South, in and around Li.sbon in particular. In the South are also f.ound 
the large latifundias and estates, many of which were not worked at all., 
or were only worked in a semi-feudal. manner. In the North the situation 
is entirely different: capital.. accumul.ation hae been very slow,· many of 
the companies employ fewer than 6 workers, land is divided up into smal.1 
hol.dings and rented out in J.ots of less than 5 hectares. This is ori.ly 
a general pattern and there are exceptions. North and South differ in 
their dominant types of production. So too does the working class move 
ment and the type of. cl.ass struggle engaged in. 

In their practice the five successive governments have ignored this 
fact. The result is that the country is rapidly heading towards.a .çon-· 
frontation between North and South. 

The policies of Agrarian Reform (occupations of unproductive land 
with a view to making them productive) benefited the southern agricul.tural. 
workers in a real. way. But it had little rel.evance for the northern part 
of the country. The policies of national.isations affected the economic 
structure of t~e South while hardly touching the North. In effect the 
North was all but abandoned. Now that the North wreaks its vengeance 
onto the atreets it is being called •reactionary', 1fascist', 1counter- 

revolutionary', etc. 

People in the North blame the government. But who is the government? 
The dominant infl.uence is the R::P and its sister MDP-CDE. Thus the number 
of pol.itical party offices reduced to ruins in the North is not the advance 

~I 
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of a fascist movement but the expression of .real worries felt by the 
majority_of th~'northern working class and· small peasant farmers. It is 
an anti-Communis·t movement because i.t was the Communist Party who· added 
to their miseries, who did not respect working class democracy, and 
finally insulted the workers by saying that they were manipulated by 
fascist organisations, by ELP, by theCIA. All the left groupe follow 
the chant of the: ;PCP (with the exception· of the Maoist MRPP) and bhen · 
wonder why their own offices are being burnt down. They play games with 
words, calling the CP reformi.st or revisionist but in .the last analysis 
rush into its arms as soon as they are invited to do so. The CP is, after 
all, well installed in the government apparatus, and all of these groups 
have ambitions of power. A 'United Front' is merely a shortcut to sitting 
in government. 

Two main forces oppose one another throughout the country. In the 
fifth government there are the forces of state capitalism: Vasco Goncà~ 
ves and the Vasco wing of the MFA, the roP, the MDP-CDE. Their •socialism 
by decree' hae been exposed time and time again. On1he other hand.there 
is the Socialist Party, the Melo Antunes wing of the MFA, private capital-. 
ism, liberal social-democracy. Both forces fight one anobhar' for contr.01· 
of t~e.: .eJCisting state apparatus. Neither has anything to do wi th soc,ial 
rev_olution. Thus: 

- The document of Melo Antunes (or D~cument of the Nine) complained 
of a 1revolutionary vanguard' operating from Lisbon and the South against 
the will of the rest of the population. But it also suggested that the 
only answer was·in economi.c partnership with the EEC and EFTA. 

- The line of Vasco Goncalves demagogioally called for the conti 
nuation of the 'revolutionary proceés1, 'popular power' (Neighbourhood 
Committees,,Factory Committees, Village Councils, etc.). The FCP had 
originally àttacked all of these. It also called for agrarian reform.and 
for nationalisations. 

- The document of COFCON which criticises the CP and proposes a 
more radical type of 1popular power', total orientation of the economy 
towards agricultural products, abolition of luxury goods, etc., with a 
view to becomi.ng 1nationally independent•. 

Melo An.tunes is supported by the Socialist Party and by the PPD. 
Goncalve.s is supported by the roP and MDP. COroON _is suppoz-bed -~y ·most 
groups (except the Maoists) to the left of the roP. · · ·· 

. . 
Historically the roP was always stronger in the South. During the 

601s there was a series of strikes and labour disputes and the FCP and 
other groupa participated in them. The North, and especially the North 
E~st, was completely 'closed'. It was ruled by local fascists, priests 
and other such types. It is rich in tradition, ignorant of the outside 
world, poor, and getting poorer. 

' ··. 
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Food prices rose by 15% (between July.1974 and Jul.y 1975) in the 

cities (Lisbon and Por.to) and. in the South.•:, : The-y rose by 40% in thè·· ·.:· ·· . 
interior. ·and '.iri the No'rth. Housd.ng c oabe.ç, on the other hand , r'cse by · '' · · L 
6% in:· Id.sbori while in the Nor.th,·· where mos t people own their housee , there 
was no. signi·fic·ant change. 

Measures such as the r-e duc td on of the price of fertiliser, etc., 
were never put into practicé in the North becaùse the fascist apparatus 
remained intact there. Laws coming from Lisbon were just ignored • 

. r.: 
! ...... 

T·HE ROLE OF Tl~E PC P l~J THE NORTH·. 
The PCP was no different from any of the right-wing :partiès oper;.. 

ating in the North. The \JoUII!lu11istr. :i..niij;i;rated the local. apparatus of: 
the state, without destroying it. In general terms no'bhâ.ng changed,,.- : :::. ::.:.. 
except the demagogy of those sitting behind the desks. After v , Ap.ril ·25 ,,:: :>··:· 
most people accepted this .. (any .change was welcome). But it soo~.- "t?ecéillle'.:=. . · :· A 
apparent that it was all .powez- politics and not.hing fundamental.:wc;,u.lq.;, • 
alter. c·redits and gra..'"l.ts were given out to bhoae mos~ ;Loy~l .. ,;to,- ·.~~~ PÇP ·., ·· 
( just as in the o Ld days . they. had been granted bo': thosè miiè~· . .-1oyal to bhe. · 
fascists). For the vast ma..jori ty of people the sit'ilàtion got wcz-se • 

The 'dynamisation' programme in the North, organ~seq by the MFA, 
was designed to explain to pe·ople why April ·25 was ne.ç.e·.Ëi.sary.. . It. made 
great promises but nothing concr-e bé was done' •. Very· oft~ri i t was carried. 
out paterna.listically. the people of the North were stupi!i and reactionary 
and had to be aducated in a more revolutionary fashion. · The people wanted 
fertiliser and al.l they got was songs and posters. . ,,:: . 

Admini~tr~:tive Commi:'::tees were appod.n't ed fro~ .. à.b~~e in certain. areas 
and certain of .·the larger factories iri 'a very dictatorial fashion.~ -N.9. 
el.ect;l.ons .. took place and people naturally resented this. .:.• 

With all these problems the only auppor t; which ': :th~ North rece;i:,V(?d .. 
was from the rigp:~-wing groups (PPD, CDS, etc.'). ~hey b Lamed ... the Co~- : 
munist govel'.nment .Ln the South• •. ·,Rumours that the Cominup,ists .. would; bake : 
away their .. .houee s ,· . their plots, bha t the country was heàding for. .e o LLapse 
and that' they woul.d be without work mounted. The right f'ound fer.tile 
soil for their operations. 

• '_'! 

.... \ 

Groupa such :as ELP and the' CIA (who have 180 
of operatives, selected from· 'Po-rtuguese immigrants 
their work made easier and easier everyday. 

agen t9 · and .. hundreds 
in· · 'èhe· · USA) · f otÙid 

. ,.,. 

Thus .inr the factory· ·of Manuel GoncalYes in: .. Famelicao ·(near Porto) 
could be witnessed.tb.e unhappy scene of thousands of workers shouting 
'Down with t~e. Commit-tee, long L'ive the· Boss'. In this chemical factory, 
employing almost 4000, w.crkers, an Admin:!.strative Corn.mi ttee' was appointed 
by the government, and a Union Committee appointed itself. The Union 
Committee was entirely PCP. 

,7.:,-· 
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The boss (at present in Spain) was implicated in the March 11 coup 
and is related to ELP. But what the workers meant was that their new 
boss (the state) was no better than their ~ld ·boss. They· are .·~fra~d for 
the security of their jobs, for their future. International pressures-· 
(raw materials wère refused the factory by a Swiss company unless the 
order was signed by the boss) put their jobs in jeopardy. Simi.larly, the 
new Union.Commi.ttee_was engaged in all sorts of man.oeuvres and unà.emo, 
cratic practices. The difference betW'een the idea (workers' control) 
and the practice (control of the workers) has led the workers to reject 
a Communist solution altogether, and to opt for priv.ate capitalism and . 
for support for the old boss. In new elections in the area many of the 
workers forecast a Socialist Party majority. 

POWER STRUGGLES 
The FCP have been joined by most of the groups on the so-called. ,: 

left~. :·FSP, MES, 'LUAR, PRP-BR, MDP-CDE, ICI, PRT (i.e. all the leniiliS.t. ' .. 
and trotskyist groups). COPCON has been drawn into the ranks as well. 
The powerful Fifth Division (responsible for much of the information;"etc.) 
also supports ·this block. 

qn the other side there are the 9 signatories of the Melo Antunes 
document, President Costa Gomes, the Socialist Party and the PPD. 

The hunting of Communists has begun in the North; the hunt for 
1 reacti.onaries I has begun in the South. No mat ter which side wins it a.s 
doubtful that they can stabilise the economy. There are 400,000 unem 
ployed· a.n~ another 400,000 emi.grants returning f~om Angola. There is the 
prospect of economic collapse. Neither state capitalism nor private 
capitalism (nor various mi.xtures of the two) could easily contain the 
crisis. If the sixth government :i.s Socialist Party-dominated it will 
have easier access to international funds and credits. But even they 
will soon realise that the Western European model of social-democracy is · 
not enough to put .the economy back on i ts feet. .. ·To do this the help of 
the workers thems.elves is absolutely essen tial. 

The leninist groups realised this from the beginning. · When the 
workers began occupying factories, farms. and houses, the State began to 
channel this activity into 'cooperatives', as the form best suited to 
recuperate and control these spontaneous actions. The State, lacking 
the capital to invest in these companies, invested the one thing there 
was in plentiful supply: labour. By creating the myth that the compand.ee 
actually belonged to .che workera it was easier· to extract more labour 
power from them~ Wor-kers now worked 12 hours·instead of 8 - and accepted 
lower wage s , -This in essence is the i.dea behind the FCP' s 1Battle for 
Production•. The cooperative movement is not the form chosen by the 
revolutionary.prolet~riat but:is the form 'used by the bourgeoisie to 
recuperate proletarian self-activity. 
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Social-democracy will be forced to utilise a similar atratègy~ 
though the ideology will not be so blatant. It is in this light that 
the Melo Antunes document rejects ·_,Wester,n _tyi.>es of socialism'. 

It is therefore extremely dangeroùs to describe the Northern 
workers as being 1reactionaries' or 1manipulated by react.ionaries' (as 
all the so-called left wing groupa do). This idea has been publicised 
outside Portugal as well: by I.S. in England, by P.L.P. in the US (to 
name but.·two.). It is dangerous and divisive and, if continued, will lead 
to a .civil war waged on geographical rather than class lines, which· wili . 
benef:ii.t the workers in no Wf3.Y whatever. Thiais not to underestimate. the·'· 
activities of groups like ELP or the CI.A.. It is merely to show that th·e ·· 
CIA and ELP cannot operate without a real basis of·dissatisfaction. 

IDEOLOGICAL FOUNDATlONS: NORTH AND SOUTH 

Apart fron differences iri the pattern of production and of capital ·· 
accumulation, it is obvious that different ideological structures. pertain 
North and South. Since state capitalism and its decrees offer nothing 
to'the North the~ choose the only option which does: liberal capitalism. 
In the North the state apparatus is weak. (a throw-off from Lisbon) and 
it is the local priests and boss~s who wield real power. In the South, 
where· most of the state bureaucracy operates, -che opposite is the case. 
Technicians (in various departments) have been absorbed into the .'revolu 
tionary' process and. support the accumulation of power by the State and 
thus, finally, thcir own power. &uch a centralisation of power offers 
nothing to the· Northern workers and peasant farmers. · Nor d oe a it threaten.··: . .' 
the local power structure. . · .. ·:. 

A certain amount of support· exists among the Alentejo agricultural ,:) 
workers for the drive towards state cap:Ltalism; it opens up a door whereby . e 
they can seize land, facto::-ies, etc. There is a real difference for them. · 
Thus the tèchn:;i.cians .·of SAAL (Housing) or IRA (Agraria.n Reform) are not 
seen as ene.~es., despite-,the d:Lstrust they inspire~ For the moment there 
are real benefits: a new house, a farm, etc. Thus the whole idea of 
'popular power' finds an echo. 

In the North i.t has nothing to offér·. No village Councils or 
Neighbourhood Committees exist that have any meaning for the local popu 
lation. In .one town near Porto where the· ·!JCp s~ized the local Oouncâ L, 
it set up links between the Neighbourhood Committee and the ·council.. 
When the FCP were defeated in the electi'ons the Neighbourhood Commi ttee 
passed to the PPD and CDS too. It is now being used to 'improve' the 
area - but only those r-oade in which ·ther·e are shops, fac tories,· etc. 
By not smashing the fascist apparatus but mer·ely oc cupyd.ng i t the FCP ,··: 
eut their own throats. · 
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Thus the whole ideological apparatus in the South was used for the 
needs of developing capi talism, needs which momentarily cod.ncd.ded on 
certain points with the demands of the workers. In the Nort.h the ideolo 
·gical appa:ratus remains intact, extremely authori tarj.an and reactionary 
(even when it is controlled by the FCP). Other groupa to the left of the 
CP, but who play the same game. are therefore, quite undèrstandab1y, 
as liablé to be attacked. Thus MES, LCI, FEC(ml) have all had their 
offices burned in various towns. (I saw a ridiculous article in Socialist 
Worker which said that the strÙggles ih the North could not be seen as 
-heràic anti-stalinism. The evidence given for this was that even the 
offices of the maoist FEC(ml) had been destroyed - as though local people 
~id not see the FEC as being just as stalinist as the CP.) 

e POSSIBtLITIES FOR REVOLUTIOf\l 
Such a question obviously does not depend on Portugal alone. 

The success of a revolution here depends on successes elsewhere. 

There are autonomous struggles. From May 1975 most of the workers' 
groupa have rejected the elites (1cupulas') of the, various political 
parties. Thus Factory Committees refuse to take party positions. Neigh 
bourhood Commi.ttees have had demonstrations which forbade all party 
banners. Party interventions and attempts at manipulation (under the 
guise of 'popular power•) have met a considerable and firm resistance 
from the rank and file. 

But through Vasco Goncalves (who incidentally owns a Banking company 
and a civil-construction firm) 1popular power' has become identified with 
the line of the roP an:d all the undemocratic practices which go with it. 
The rop were at first doubtful about 1popular power' (calling it •anarcho 
populism') but finally (under duress) came round to accepting it, because 
they thought they could manipulate it •. 

Two sections of the ruling class are feuding among themselves and 
using the name of the workers in their scramble for power. But the 
workers are not putty in the hands of tnese factions. They have a prac 
tice of their own, and realise it more and more everyday. At the mome.nt, 
because of the infiltration of these factions into their organisations;· 
and because of the crisis in capitalism which hits them first, the workers 
are weak. There is little organisation: parties use them, play games 
with them. But workers are rejecting this too. They are searching for 
a way out. The COFCON document seemed, superficially, to offer a way out. 
It was certainly, to start with, a rejection of the FCP, which is why it 
was supported by some 100,000 workers in a_demonstration on August 20. 
It has since then been integrated into bhe CP policy; it is now seen that 
in no way does it provide a way out. 

L 
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It is essential that the workers' movement by-pass the CP altogether. 
The so-called J.eft wing groups have not realised this. · They .. too are 
wedded to the perspective of state capitalism. They have formed a 'United 
Front' with the roP, and have started down the road to their own destruc.;. 
ti'on. All the better for the workers, in the long run. 

The next issue of Combate will have an interview with some workers 
of 1Man~ei· Goncalves• .and we are trying to arrange a round table discus 
sion between a self-managed factory (Sousa Abreu) and Manuel Goncalves 
.(both.are in the aame town). We reject the.notion 'reactionary1 in the.-~ 
way it is used by the left-wing groups. The struggl.e in Manuel Goncalves 
is not yet revoJ.~tionary (since they don't see through t~e ideology of 
thé PSP) but neither is it reactionary. Revolution can only mean a total 
break with both the PSP and the roP (and their satell.ites). It is the 
only meaningful possibility. 

····, 

tjo,s.s,. 

~J 
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PORTUGUESE DIARY 
STRUGGLES ALENTEJO 

Evora is at the heart of the Alentejo, and the Alentejo is the 
heartland of the agrarian revolution. The latifundia are vast and for 
decades have been neglected. The soil is dry and hard, and upon it grow 
olives and cork. Wheat and maize would also grow readily if it were 
ploughed and watered. But this would interfere with the joys of hunting. 

It is here that the class struggle has erupted in one of its most 
advanced forms. The agricultural labourers have seized many of the large 
estates. In some the former owners have fled, occasionally leaving 
'managers' to defend their interests. In others they have remained, 
see]:Q.ng to repossess their property through the courts or through direct 
action. The balance of power varies from village t o village, esta te. to 
estate. 

We sleep on the floor of a large isolated farmhouse about 3 miles 
out of town. Sorne 15 Portuguese comrades have been lodging there every 
night for several months. The farm has been expropriated by the local · 
Institute for Agrarian Reform (IRA) in which libertarian revolutionaries 
work in uneasy alliance with the representative of the Ministry of Agri 
culture -and membe r s of the local MFA. Their aim is to help the farm 
workers to solve some of the practical problems which immediately and 
inevitably crop up in the wake of occupations. The libertarians want to 
assist, without substitutiong themselves for those they are seeking to' 
help. It is an almost impossible task. ·.! 

The farm comprises a J.arge communal living room in which meals 
are taken· at daybreak or sundown. From i t .: passages lead to a number of 
comm~nièating.:·rooms, stripped of all furnï"tùre and fi ttings ~ ex~e,pt for 
mattresses strewn on the floor. There is r-unnd.ng watè'r and electricity. 
There is beer in the fridge and b~ead and cheese are brought back from· 
the town each day. There are also sten-guns amid the guitars. Dispos 
sessed là.ndlords ·have threatened to.striag the young revolutionaries 
up from the nearest lamp-post at the opportune timê, 1when we return to 
power'. Under such a threat the wine tastes sweeter and life· is lived 
to the full. 

On our first evening we drive out in a jèep some 30 miles to.' 
Santana do Campo. The.villagers have a problem. They want representa 
tives of the· IRA there, 1 to help them bri.ng pressure on the government·'·. 
Sevêral farms · were oc·cupied in the morning., The owners have paid no · 
wages for several weeks. Two managers we r-e locked up that very afterncfon 
•to help the absentee landlord face up to his responsibilities•. 
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The people are gathered in t~.e local sch,ool - 130-;agr:i:cultur~l; 

workers wi th. -çheir ,\;'ives and kids, and quit~, a numbe r of :the.,. o Id fp].,lf~ 
As so oftei,, in the countryside, the ach oo L is the o,nly public hall. The 
lights can be seen ... :from a long way off. They illumi.na te r-ugge'd faces,' 
as varied as their owners, and quite unlike the crude stereotyped models 
of the maoist posters. The whole village has turned u.p to elect tq.e. ··; 
Council and to decide what to .do vfith the two men Lncar-ce r-abed in ·the · 
stable. Everyone knows everyone.· Anyone over 16 can be nomi.nated and 
can cast a vote. Id.ttle tickets are handed out. Some of the older women 
decline to tà.kè: one. Anyone can write anyone else I s name on the slip. 
The eight people securing _the highest number of votes will constitute the 
Cqu:ncil. Speeches are unnecessary. It is in struggle, over the last 
few months, that credentials were eàrned. The selected nâmes are read 
out 't;ly .four I tellers', the tickets sorted into li ttle piles. The new 
Council has been elected. 

The main problem is bhe n ôutli:ne·a. to the visi tors from the Evora 
IRA. Two opinions emerge: a union representative urges caution~ (The 
Agriculturàl Workers' Union' .is affiliated to Intersindical, the roP 
domi.na.ted trade union federa tion. The Minis ter of Agriculture, who is 
sympathetic to the Party, must·not be embarrassed.) Others suggest a 
different course of action. 'Give them no food or drink. Let the news 
out. The Bank will cough up soon enough1• No one discusses the .FCP or 
its po'litics as such. The two alternatives are mutually exclusive. The 
radical· proposal secures a majority. The cheque materialises within 24 
hours. ·:· · 

* * * * 
The follow:ing day we set out in the jeep, in the full heat of ·the 

early afternoon., to visi t a big farm where the workers are r-e Luc banb to ·. 
impose any kind of·control on the owner. The farm, built in 1945, is 
beautifully laid out. The main buildings and barns are painted blue and 
white. C ows are grazing in the fields and wa tch us pa.aa Lmpaeed.ve +Y. a 
Only the tur~eys noisily announce our arrival as the jeep edges. its way • 
betwe_en them, raising a great cloud of dust. · 

The farm workers are gathered in a large barn, eight or ten of 
them, sitting on sacks of grain, talking heatedly. Our party. enters: 
three young agroriomists from· the Evora Institute of Agrarian Reform (with 
long hair and determined expressions), a young officer in uniform (with 
even longer hair) and us two political tourists. A.n excited argument 
gets under way and.lasts about an hour. The local MFA is keen to ensure 
that the workers eiect a committee which would exercise some 'control' 
on the owner and prevent h~m from doing 1economic sabotage' - such as 
slaughtering cattle, disposing of his tractors or selling the grain 
(instead of keeping it f,or sowing). The workers are not c onvd.nce d , The 
farm is a 1model farm'. The boas has maintained. z-e aaonab Le relations 
with his men, often working among .thein. The paternalis_ni has had its 
effects •. The men lack: confidence. An old, edentulouS,worker fiercely 
articulates their innermost fears. 'If we 'e Le c b a, c cmmd, tteè, the boss 
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will sack some of us. Work is hard to come by these days. If we makë 
things difficult for him, will he continu~ to pay·our wages? Come on, 
,young man, yes, you wi th the gun , answer us. Look a t all the problems in 
the _other farms in the ar-ea l ", It is s br-ange to see his -innate conserva 
tism clash with the vision of the young,revolutionaries. The visitors 
depart: mission unfulfilled. 

Later that afternoon we go to another big farm, ·35 miles away in 
the opposite direction. On the way we pass through whitewashed Alentejo 
.viilages, bespattered with red slogans. These villages are strongholds 
of the FCP. The agricultural workers are na.tural, genuine, down-to-earth 
communists. They want to share and share alike. No one seeks. individually 
to appropriate anything. The Party calls itself communist. T~e worke~s 
vote for it. It's as simple (and as complicated) as that. The inability 
to rèa4 fosters and sustains a fierce radicalism. The workers are not 
confus~d by the tortuous ambiguitics of the politicians. 

The farm, near Oriola, is owned by an absentee Spanish landlord. 
The last two miles have been very rough track, which only the jeep can 
cover. The workers have taken the farm over, despite the government's 
half-hearted undertakings not to allow the expropriation of foreign-owned 
properties. The men have had no pay for ten weeks. There a~e big stocks 
of cork, neatly piled up, to be sold. But the lorry has been stoien. 
There are problems too with the vegetable produce. To be sold in the 
cities, refrigeration is needed. People are fed up with eating tomatoes. 

The Communist Party's solution to all these problems is simple, 
eminently 'practicable'. All occupied farms should become state farms. 
The Ministry of Agriculture will eventually pay the wages. Astate trust 
will be set up to buy the produce, provide the lorries, look after problems 
of distribution. The workers are tempted, but instinctively suspicious. 
They want to get together with other _workers on other farms to discuss 
things with them, to create cooperatives, to deal directly with the popu 
lation in the towns. They distrust the parasitic officials, sitting in 
their offices in far-away Lisbon. But they are desperately in need of 
money to buy shoes, shirts, soap, string,,nails and agricultural ·implements. 
The men who work the farm over the hill have a tractor which isn•t being 
used full-time. Will the Army please instruct them to release it for a 
while? A joint meeting is arranged to thrash things out. The Insti.tute 
.will try to arrange a bridging loan from the local bank., A lorry will be 
provided to take the cork into the town. Ad hoc solutions are improvised. 
The wolf is kept from the door for a short while. · · The Insti t_ute has .done 
.a job of first aid. Hope will survive à little longer. · 

Amid the wasps, an· oJ.d woman is washâ.ng hez- linen at .the fountain. 
The crickets are chirping •. The s~y is.unbelievably blue. 
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T.H·E· SECOND CONGRESS O·F COUNCtLS 
The Second Congress of Revolutionary Councils of Workers, ·soldiers 

and Sailors (CRTSM).was held on August 2 and 3, 1975 in Lisbon's Techno-. 
logical Insti tute, .a vast concrete building at the- top of a hill. Posters 
arinouncing it (in the best 'socialist.;.realist' style) had broken out like 

.. ·.a l"ash· on the city wails several days beforehand. Once the paste had 
dried they ripped off easily, to the delight of large contingents of· 

.. ·revolutionary tourists in search of aouvend.r s . .,. 

We attended the afternoon session on the second day; At the 
entrance, a vast display of duplicated literature, dtstributed free. Posters 
are on sale, their price eaca La td.ng rapidly· as it becomes obvâ.ous that · 

.· demand will exceed supply. 

The foyer is packed wi th young people. Most look like s tudèrrt s . e 
and·a ·substantial proportion are not from Portugal - one hears almôst as 

. tnuch French and German as Portuguese. Young PRP supporters answe r ques 
tions. Few relate to work, its problems, its tyranny, its organisation, 
its transcendence. Most·are about Cuba, or Chile, or the political alle 
giances of this or that Army commander. The ans~ers stress Portuguese 
particularism. The Army will be with the people. Otel.o (Sar·aivà de 
Carvalho) has made friendly noises about the PRP. 

We go up a flight of wide stone steps, with impressive coiumns on 
either aide. The meeting .is due to start in a vast hall. which has doubt 
less.ha.rboured. many a degree-giving ceremony .. or govez-nme nb a L function·., .' Row 
upon r6w of woode n chaâ.r-s, About 600 pe op Lé .prèsént. The same mixture as 
be-fore.· · Very f ew workers ( qui te a number had ,apparen.tl.y been bhe re the 
pr evâ.oue day but had ·n·ot attended for a second dose). No readily identi\~. 
fiabl.e sailors. Ba~ners on the walls seek nostalgically to. rècapture the' 
a,tmosphere - and ëven the vocabulary - of the Petrograd of 1917:"'For~,: e 
com;.a· canalha! · Poder a quem trabalha! - Out with the· scum! Power to the 
workers! Long live the Socialist Revolution 1• In the haze of cigarett~" · 
smoke ~. the leftists dream onj the Technological Insti tute is ·smolny;· the 
Li.snave sh~pyards, the Putilov plant. 

At the far end of the .. hall an elevated platform, on which a long 
table has been erected. Seated behind it, perhaps a dozen comrades, most 
of them bearded, two of them women. In front of the J.eaders neat stacks 
of. cyclostyled notes. Slightly to one sidë of the H.igh Table the television 
crews with their wires, floodlights and other paraphernalia, busy creating 
images. The 1970s are here, regardless. 

The afternoon session starts about an hour late. Several speeches . .,. 
from the platform, most of them lasting half an hour or more. 'Various 
anal.yses', we are told, 'of the current situation'. No interruptions. No 
laughter. No protests. No cheers. As platform speaker succeeds pl.atform 
speaker the texts of their 'contributions', already duplicated, are handed 
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out l:!Y stewS:rd,s. · Only one speaker elicits any enthusiasm - a soldier in 
civvies •. It transpires he is making a •critical analysis' of a text 
recently issued by COFCON (the section of the MFA devoted to Internal 
Security!). Some of the formulations are beitig challenged in the best 
tradition .of µialectical nit-picking. The legitimacy of that particular 
fou.nt of revolutionary wi~sdom is not, howeve r , being questioned. 
~ 

People quietly drift in and out throughout the proceedings. It is 
forma·l, well-behaved, self-disciplined and incredibly, dull - an exercise · 
in 'revolu,tionary1 masochism. It has upon it the hallmark of death - or 
rather of a verbose still-birth. The corridors outside are plastered with 
slogans. The revolution is suffocating under the written word. In the 
gents'. toi,le.ts, amid the usual graffiti, a wi t has scrawled rop = Joaquim 
Agostinho_(Primeiro Cyclista Portugues) . 

. After 3 hours we drift out. Near the exit we passa large notice· 
bcard. On it are listed the workplaces 'represented' at the Congress. It 
looks impressive: factories of all kinds, transport depots, shipyards, 
telephone exchanges, hospitals, banks, shops, offices, all the areas in 
modern society where people are exploited and oppressed. On dirèct enquiry 
however - and after our refusal to accept evasive answers - it was admitted 
that.although members or-supporters of the PRP worked in these various 
places, very few were attending in a delegate capacity. The whole episode · 
left an unpleasant flaveur of manipulation. · 

I doubt we will hear much more of the CRTSM. When the next upsurge 
develops, it will find different forms and a different content. 

THE Ll'MJTS OF SELF-MANAGEMEf\lT 
.Quimaraes is a small industrial town, some 40 miles north of Porto. 

The Sousabreu textile fac tory there is ty'pica.1· of many in bhe region, . 
reflectîng·many of the problems of Portuguese capitalism. 

The fact·ory,. wnich. ·makes towels, was occupied on September 14, 1.974, 
after· it had ·been abandoned by its owner.' Earlie:r in the year the bcas, 
who ·owned ano bhe r- faetory in the· town, had begun to move out the mor-e · 
modern: dyîn:g equipmerit under. pretext. of r e pad.z-e o.. He had a.Lao z-emove d the ~nr~ · · ·· · · 

Thirty three workers (22 women and 11 men) had takén over the factory 
to preserve the.ir livelihood, and decided to continue production. .They had · 
had to learn everything from scratch: They bought·the cotton at local 
wholesale rates and sold directly to shopkeepers, to visitors, to political 
sympathisera, and even at the gates of loëal factories. To start with they 
had sold part of the stocks to pay their own wages. They h~d received 
little help from the local textile and metalworkers sections of Intersin 
dical, which were dominated by the FCP. The Party's support for self- 
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managed units was highly selective. And .Sousabreu was not a unit of whic.h. 
the Party approved. 

The workers had elected a Committee of seven which met aâmoa t daily. 
There were also· fairly frequent aa aemb Ld.es grouping everyone in the factory. 
They all worked 48 hours a week. There had been a sustained attempt at 
equalising earnings. The average wage was 127 escudoc; (just over ~2) a 
day. The machine minders earned 190 escudos, the newly taken-on appren 
tice 70 escudos. The main theme discussed at recent general assemblies 
had be.en whether to take on more labour. 

The factory consisted of a number of large, fairly dilapidated 
hangars adjoining one another, in one of which the looms were situated. 
The machines looked at Le ac t thirty ~,ears old and were noisy and dusty. 
There were cobwebs everywhere and J.i ttle light f~.ltered in. The first 
task of the socialist revolution would be a sustained attack on capitalist 
technology. But here there were scarcely funds enough for wages, let 
alone for,,modernising the plant. 

In the adjoining rooms women were checking the towels, folding them, 
packing them in plastic cases. The rcom was brighter and they spoke to one 
another. I approached a woman in he~ forties who had worked there for 15 
years. What was now different? 'For one', she said, 'there are no longer 
foremen breathing down your neck. There uscd to be 3 foremen in this room 
alone. We now decide the pace of our own work, and no longer live in fear 
of displeasing someone. We run the place our-ae Lve s , If I want to go 
shopping one afternoon, or if one of the children is ill, we can consult 
together and have a little time off, without loss of earnings. No one 
takes advant age , We kno» that our collective livelihood depends on produ- 
cing a certain number of bowe Ls e a ch month'. : ..... 

Adversi ty had bred a firm solidari ty. When e ar-nd.nga were low, the 
most needy had been provi.àed :for fir-st. Everyone seemed aware of the 
others' problems. Recen tly things had ne ·i; been toc bad. This year, for 
the first time ever, they had enjoyed a îortnight's holiday with pay. 

Their maâ,n compJ.aints were about the way people deformed the meaning 
o.f' what theywere doing. Thei.r walJ. po3ters showed an intense awareness 
of their own condition. There c an be few factori&s ::.n the world plastered 
wi th excerpts from Mar·x I s I Philosophical Manuscripts' , They· knew well 
enough that they were still wage sle.ves, that what was being seJ.f-managed 
was their own alienation. They worked harder now than they did before. 
But they had iained a confidence in themselves that they had not felt 
previously. They had held :round tablû' discussions with representatives 
of other.self-managed factories to establish links and to exchange both 
experiences and products. 'I'hey had eve n bartered shirts for towels, one 
of them told us with a twinkle in his eye. They had discovered a great deal 
about the functioning of capitalist society which wou Ld be of use to them 
'when the real ti~e came'. They had also learned very quickly about the 
trade unions, which had refused to help them or had only damned them with 
faint praise. Above all, they haè. J.ea:cned a lot about themselves. 
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The :FCP headquarters in Famalicao, north of Porto, lie shattered. 

Before April 1974 it was widely believed by those in power that literacy 
bred subversion •. · 'There was only one place in the town where the wealthy 
could obtain sècondary education: an expensive private school., solidly 
built and set behind a row of tall trees. 

With the collapse of the Caetano regime the building had been.taken 
over by the local FCP cell. I couldn' t help thinking what an ideal Stal 
inist redoubt it made, separated by its high walls from the bustle of the 
multitude, set on higher ground, its impressive drive redolent with res 
pectability. From here the Party had carried out its manipulations of 
local government, of trade unj_on b~anches, of cooperatives, of the granting 
of agricultural credit. The reaction had been handed things on a plate.*. 

After an open air meeting, early in August, a crowd protesting against 
the unrepresentative nature of several local bodies had set siege to the · 
school and tried to burn it down. Party militants had fired from the upper 
windows, injuring two demonstrators. The MFA had arrived on the scene to 
'restore order' (their fire had killed two more demonstrators). 

MFA interventions in such episodes had, we were told, been interesting 
to watch. At times the soldiers would threaten the crowd with their weapons, 
turning their backs on the besieged stalinists. On other occasions thay 
would turn their backs to the crowd, confronting the Party members with 
their guns. Attitudes had varied from locality to locality, regiment to 
regiment, moment to moment. At Famalicao the soldiers had faced the crowd, 
seeking to restrain it. After a siege of 48 hours the local Party stalwarts 
had been ordered by Party Headquarters in Lisbon to evacuate the premises. 
The Army had then left almost immediately. During the whole siege there had 
been no sign of working class support in the town, not even a token strike.: 
The institutions controlled by the Party apparatus were empty shells. The 
Party had no roots in real life. 

Popular anger had then erupted. The place looked as if it had been 
hit by a tornado. An overturned car, burnt out,. lay grotesquely in the road 
outside. The drive was littered with charred papers, posters, Party cards. · 
A disconsolate leaflet announceè. a meeting that was never to take place. In 
the building·itself every window had been broken. Searchlights installeg. on 
the upper ba.Lc cny had been smashed. Not a stick of furniture, not a fittil'{5· 
rema:î..ned. Thé.place was now unguarded. Visitors were strolling about,·· ' 
looking at the debris. They had to step carefully for the 'victors' had 
left shi t all over the place. ····· .. 

The MRPP (maoists) issued a statement welcoming 'thè ,peopl.e1s ·retri~u 
tion against the social-fascists'. It wasn't however as simple as that. The 
red flag had beenru.rned. A Portuguese flag now stuck out·provocatively frqm 
an attic window. Beneath it, a large inscription proclaimed 'Building to bê 
taken over for refugees from Angola'. · 

* The reaction already had an economic and ideàlogical base in the North 
(based on the structure of land tenure, on the fears of impoverished small 
farmers of being rendered P,OOrer still, and on systematic propaganda by 
the Church. 
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O·PEN · L:ETTER .rc TH.E POR·T_UGU'ESE 
REVOLUTrOt\1 : · A RE PLY 

Tony Cliff, a founding member of the 'International Socialists' 
published :an 'Open Letter to the Portuguese Revolution' in 'Socialist 
Worker' on October 11, 1975. In this Le t te r he advises his Portuguese 
cq-thinkers of the PRP to concentrate on two main objectives: 

1) to struggle for the creation of mass councils of workers and 
-soliders,·and for the setting up of a central body representing all the 
councils in the country. This cen traJ. c ouncâ.L could become the revolu 
tionary ~uthority, ·entrenching and. establishing a new society. 

2) to direct their efforts towards the creation of a mass revolu- e 
tionary party, to function within the workers and soldiers' councils, 
~ighting off the reformist tendencies and guiding the councils on a 
permanently revolutionary course. 

These two proposals are identical with Lenin1s tactics of 1917. 
The fact that·in Russia the. councils were formed without the advice of 
the Bolsheviks is here beside the point. The real question concerna the 
relation between the councils and the revolutionary party. In Russia 
Lenin advocated the slogan 'All power to the Councils' as the main weapon 
for overthrowing the Kerensky government. At the same time the Bolsheviks 
tried to win over the workers and soldiers represented in the councils. 
Eventually the Bolsheviks achieved a majority within certain councils and 
wielded the authority of these councils to carry out the October revolu 
tion. However, once the old regime was overthrown the Bolsheviks dropped 
the policy of 1 All power to the Councils' , adopting instead a policy wh.ich 
e:tisured all power to the Bolshevik Party, As early as November 1917 · A 
Soviets were dissolved if of the 1wrong1 political complexion. Nor. was ~ 
this surprising. Had not Lenin, two months earlier, stressed 'our Party, 
like every other political party, is striving to secure political domi- 
nation for itself'. (Selected t1orks, vol.6, p.209). 

Leninists tend to gloss over this fundamental political issue. They 
refuse to declare openly to the rest of the revolutionary movement that 
if they had: to choose between 'All power to the Councils' and 'All power 
.to the party' they would opt unhesitatingly for the latter. It is one 
thing to wield inf1uencethrough being a major groups within the counoils, 
while political authority remains vested in the councils themselves. It 
is another matter to use the council system merely as a means to achieve 
a majority, and to destroy it when .this aim has been achieved. The 
Leninist policy towards the council system deliberately evades a discus 
sion of (and commi.tment to) the council system in pos t-œevo.Lubd.onar'y 
soci~ty. · 
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The Len:inists specifically· refuse to. give a cleà.r answer t o the 
following questions: . 

1) What do. they consider the role of the councils to be after a 
victorious revolution? Are the councils to be the institutions of 
decision-making in every aspect of social life, including all political 
decisions? Or are they merely to control the implementation of economic 
decisions taken by the Central Committee of the revolutionary party? 

2) Are the Leninists committed to uphold the council system (in a 
post-revolutionary society) if they find themselves in a minority within 
it'? What will they do.if the councils take decisions with which the 
Leninist party does not agree? 

Lenin never committed himself on these issues. But when conflict 
between the Councils and the Bolsheviks emerged after the revolution 
his policies revealed the meaning of his.earlier reticence. The slogan 
of 'All power to the Bolshevik Party' came to imply 'Down with the Coun 
cil.s'. The councils were first reduced to the role of supervisors of 
decisions taken by the party on matters relating to production. Decisions 
on issues like war (e.g. with Poland) were not considered to be a matter 
for the councils. La.ter, when the councils took decisions which conflicted 
with those of the party, the Leninists destroyed them. 

Cliff knows this history, and this problem, very well. But he has 
not published a critique of Lenin's attitude to the council system in 
post-revolution Rüssià. This implies that he endorses it. 

The qttestion which revolutionaries must put, before a revolution, 
to Leninists who advocate the council system is: 'Are you reàdy to 
commit yourself to support the council system and its role of supreme .. 
decision-making authority in all social matters after the revolution too? 
And, if the answer is positive, 'What is your critique of Lenin's policies 
on this issue?'. 

A. o. 

NEW ADORESS 
Please note that from now on all correspondence 
intended for the.National Working Group should be 
sent: OXFORD. c/o 15 Charles Street, 

The address of SOLIDARITY (London) remains unchanged. 

_J 
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The Unions :an Objection 
i 

We recently published in pamphlet form ('Solidarity' pamphlet No.47) 
_a text by J. Zerzan which wè called 'Trade Unionism or Socialism', 
The publication produced predictable responses, of which we publish 

- .. the most articula te below. We hope to carry more material on this 
:issue, in particular a further pieçe by J.Z. documenting the inte- 

·: ·gration of the German trade union bureaucracy into the Nazi Labour 
· ·' Front·, after Hitler I s accession to power. The articl.e re futes the 

thesis, generally accepted by bourgeois and marxist commentators 
alike, that the unions were the backbone of Weimar democracy and 
the consistent enemies of Nazism and that they were destroyed after 
Mçl.y 2, 1933, when all union offices and resources were seized and 
union officials imprisoned. J.Z.'s piece 'Unionism and the Labour 
Front' tells a very different story. 

Dear Friends, 
.. ,. 

I wiah to object to John Zerzan•s article 'Trade Unionism or 
Social.ism' (Solidarity Pamphlet 47). 

( 1) Believing that work dissatisfaction is universal., Zerzan 
makes no at.tempt to distinguish between assembly line workers on the 
one hand and tool-and-die men, lathe operators, etc., on the other. 
Obviously assembly line workers suffer most. 

(2) The stress of union bargainers on ~oney rather than on 
.;decent working conditions may be due. to certain features of democracy .. 
·r.ather' than to the J.ack of them. Given the way democracy works, factions 
form mostly on the basis of issues. No faction can stay in power for 
J.ong (if the union has any democracy whatever) if it cannot produce sub 
stantial wage gains, since workers are very' pressed for money. Too 
often union leaders trade off wor-k conditions for wages be cause of the 
press of opposing factions. (It's easier to go to the membership and 
say 1:we 've got a 14% raise' than i t is to detail" how conditions will 
improve in the operating of hundreds of machines.) 

(3) Zerzan trots out one example to show that the governm.ent 
supports unions in strikes - iu Schenectady in 1970 where.police kept 
scaba out. But this is the exception, not the rule •. · Therè,·are thousands 
of examples to show the contrary. Those of us who have been actiye in 
und.one can testify to the times the police, in order ·to usher scabs into 
the plant, have clubbed pickets senseleèfs, then arrested them, charging 
them }'Ti th resisting arrest, disorderly conduct, unlawful as aemb Ly, etc. 

i 
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We have been hounded by police dogs, tear gas, armed deputies in heli 
copters. On this point Zerzan simply lies, for if a half-truth is, in 
effect, a lie, what is a 1/100,000 truth? (Using simi.lar selectivity, 
Zerzan stresses those few instances whère capitalists encourage strikes 
rather than the myriads where they oppose them.) 

(4) Is Zerzan suggesting that unions had nothing to do with 
improving workers' conditions since the 12 hour-day, non-union sweatshop 
conditions of yesteryear? 

(5) Of course most American unions (like most American corpora 
tions) are shot through with corruption, authoritarianism and bureaucra 
tism - all of which must be fought. But they are a fundamental contra 
diction in capitalism, even with some of their leaders hogging. $125,000 
annual salaries. In Ze r aan t c oppoaition. to und onc , is he suggesting that 
capitalism progresses without contradictions? If so, then how does it 
decline? By people wishing it away? 

(6) Zerzan writes: 'In 1935 the NRA issued the Henderson Report, 
which counseled that "unless something is done soon, they (the workers) 
intend to take things into their own hands". Something was done, the 
hierarchical, national unions of the CIO finally appeared and stabilised 
relations'. What logicl The CIO was not the New Deal's way of putting. 
the lid on workers. The New Deal did not f"Orm the CIO; that was done by 
militants who were hounded by capitalists at every turn. Capitalists 
hired goons, Pi.nkertons, private armies to smash the growth of the CIO. 
the New Deal distinguished itself by such activities as smashing the 
Teamsters' Union by prosecuting and imprisoning its entire leadership. 
Note the phrase 'hierarchical,, national unions' (emphasis mine). :r .. ~11.al.:t .. 
take up Zerzan•s objection to unions' national character next. 

(7) Centralisation of unions is an inevitable trend in monopoly 
capitalism. As corporations overlap, interlock and merge, so must 
unions centralise to fight them. Zerzan's likening unions' centralisa 
tion to the national labor front of Nazd. Germany is both preposterous 
and viciously unprd.ncd.p.Le d. since he must know that the Nazi Labor Front 
was completely a creature of the state. Even the National Review1s 
Rusher and Buckley, both of whcm also object to big, centralised, 
national unions, would not make this kind of comparison. 

(8) Zerzan cites a requirement that employees of a public agency 
in the San Francisco Bay area join a union, but he fails to mention 
whether or not the affected workers voted for this closed shop. 

(9) Why does Zerzan mention that the enraged auto worker who 
killed three supervisors in 1970 was black? Does his race have any 
relevance to the point Zerzan is making? 

(10) In citing Anton Pannekoek's 1920's pronouncement against 
unions, Zerzan neglects to tell us whether Pànnekoek is objecting to 
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·1 

craft unions or to·mass industrial unions. Is there no difference? 

(11) If not unions, what'? Zerzan doe.s.not t.ell us. 

Conclusion 

Let us assume that Zerzan•s·a:rticle was nota plant by the capi 
talists cr .. the CIA. Then i t reveals that the workers have yet another 
foe in their·.- ongoing struggle, one that Marx did not foresee: they must 
fight no t 'only their exp.Loâ.te re , but also their newleft cri tics,' niost.'o:f r:> 
whom do not know what it is to go into a mine· or shape up on the docks. · 
The main tool the workers have is their organisation, which Zerzan hopes 
to destroy. 

Marvin Mandell, 
Cuttyhunk, Mass. 

P.S • .-:· Let-me be as selective as Zerzan for a moment: when the West - G~rm1µ1 Krupp empire arid the Hoechst Chemical Corporation want to expand 
and build plants, where do they go? To countries where they can deal 
with big labo~ barons? No. According to The Economist of London 
(April 26, 1975), these corporations have clinched deals with East 
Germany where labor is cheap, independent unions non-existent •. Ae The 
Economist noted: 'For the firms these deals ara shot in the arm 
and an opportuni ty to es·cape all the environmental, labor, and other 
problems' of West Germany • 

. ~·.:..:~-- 
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PEHCf P-fJ 01~, P}JJl030 P}JY, POlff JC3 
We are living in an era of change in Western civilisation comparable 

only to the Renaissance in the depth of j_ts.challenge to 'all existing 
values, beliefs, institutions and social relationships. No aspect of 
life has escaped this critique and no section of our society has been 
spared the inner doubt, turmoil and conflict resulting from it. Work 
and leisure, family and school, economics and politics, philosophy and 
science, Church and pol:i.ce, the Establishment and the revolutionary org 
anisations, the theatre and the concert hall, the writer and the painter 
are all riddled with loss of confidence concerning the validity of their 
roles. It is not only property relations or authority relations that 
are being questioned anew, but the whole issue of what is significant or 
not, and beyond it even the way in which sensory data are interpreted 
and endowed with significance. 

,;, As in the Renaissance, while the Old founders in confusion, a new 
way of perceiving things and a new mentalj.ty are gradually emerging. 
This new mentality, the sources of which are partly conscious, partly 
sub-conscious, can be discerned in the works of many creative artists, 
musicians, painters and writers. 

The following article is an attempt to describe the new attitude 
to reality expressed by one of the most creative musical groups: the 
Pink Floyd. The musical creations of this group have, over a period of 
a decade, profoundly influenced ~he mode of sensory experience, and henc~ 
the attitudes, of millions of young people throughout the world. 

There have always been creative artists, and even entire artistic 
movements in the past whose creations propounded a new way of perceiving 
the world. But their influence remained limited to small sections of 
the population. This is no longer the case with certain types of music. 
What we describe ·is not the private experience of a handful of individuals 
but something collectively shared in the new phenomenon of the mass 
concert. 

* * 
J Imagine yourseJf at.one , deep in the night, in a strange city. All 

around you trains rush from nowhere to nowhere. Not a soul to be· seen. 
You run, run, run, and hear your footsteps echo, echo, echo. As you run 
you gradually become aware of the sound of panting of a gigantic ereature 
joined by the thumping of an enormous heart. You run faster and faster, 
but the panting and the heartbeat grow stronger and stronger. As in a 
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dream you exert all your energy to escape; you do your utmost but fail. 
And suddenly the panting and the heartbeat are on top of you, all around 
you. With a ahock you realise that they are your own, bhab the o bhez 
sounds you've heard are ·,other common daily noises. You be c ome aware··.of 
the difference in experiencing these ordinary sounds. You realise that ..: 
you hear with your mi.nd rather than with your ears. This is the exper 
ience which the Pink Floyd create. 

It is difficult to explain - or understand - this experience by 
means of words. You have to undergo the experience to find out what it 
conveys. It is not music in the traditional sense of the word, and you · 
don't listen toit with your ears (the ear being merely a channel to 
convey the sound). It is sound and you experience it with your mind. 
You can carry on conversations while you listen to this music, play chess, 
eat, study paintings, yet all the time you float in this overwhelming 
sea of sound, paying attention to every note, every nuance, every inton 
ation. You can't whistle the tune or dance to the rhythm, but you start 
seeing everything around you in a different light. It is not that you 
hallucinate and see things which are not there: it is the things which 
~ there thàt you see (or hear). But you interpret them differently. 
It is not so much the new mode of experience itself that matters, but the 
realisation that it is possible to interpret the same sensations dif- 
ferently. i 

It is essential to listen to this music, at least to start with, 
on headphones rather than loudspeakers. The sound then seems to ·travel 
between the ears and creates the sensation of various events occurring 
inside your head (airplanes taking off, people comi.ng downstairs, etc.). 
At first this experience comea as 'a shock. But once you get over the 
hump it becomes a new, •normal' mode of experiencing sound. 

The recent Pink Floyd open-air concert at Knebworth (attended by 
more ·than a hundred thousand people) started by two ~pitfires flying low A 
over the crowd. The drone of their engine (accompanied by the musicians ,., 
to forma coherent fabric) commenta on everything the Spitfire represents 
in England. It is nota favourable comment. ·By fusing aircraft engine 
'noise' with their own, the Pink Floyd suggest that the way in which 
sounds from different sources are interpreted depends on the mind as 
muchas ·on the sources. 

Can the sounds of eggs and bacon sizzling in the pan, mi.lk and 
cornflakes flowing down your throat, cash registers in operation, etc., 
be woven into a harmonious and meaningful pattern? It can - and the 
experience is sublime. But sense or no sense (who decides, and according 
to what?), it matters little. What matters is the Sheer realisation 
that the mode of experiencing sourid can be modified, and that the way 
in which we experienced it hitherto (taking it for granted) is not the 
only possible way:of doing so. If the mode of hearing can be changed, 
what about seeing, smelling, touching? The answer implied by the Pink 
Floyd is unambiguous: all modes of experience can be changed. 

•• 

• 
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This kind of music is an innovation comparable with the invention 

of perspective in painting. Before the Renaissance all painting was in 
a sense 'symbolic', representing the idea of the thing painted rather 
than the way the things themselves appeared to the eye (look at any 
Egyptian, Greek, Roman or early Christian painting). The introduction 
of perspective into painting (and this was only in the 16th century) was 
part of a new attitude to nature. People began to relate to the.worl.d 
notas a manifestation of the Divine Will but· as it appeared to them 
from the viewpoint of the eyé. - Similarly; the Pink Floyd ·type of-sound 
is part of a new attitude to 1reality•. It makes us aware that it. is 
not what the ear hears but what the mind makes of it that really mà.tters • 

• 

,µ Le Dessinateur de la Femme couchée . 

The introduction of perspective in the Renaissance was adcompanied 
by âimiiar 'na turalistic I changes in music, sculpture, ·phil.osophy, ... 
cosmoiogy, - ârchi tecture, medicine, poli tical institutions, ·etc. - · The 
changea known by la.ter generations as the Renaissance (rebirth) were •to 
shàpe the mode of experience of European society for four centuries. 
This Renaissance was not initiated by the Cburch, by the nobility or by 
the peasantry, but·by the merchants, bankers and craftsmen in the cities, 
by the city-zens and bourgeoisie. It became - and still is - the domin 
ant way of experiencing the world and.of relating toit. 

.. 

The era which passed away during the Renaissance was the era domin 
ated by the Church and the Nobility. It was an era in which people's 
lives were regulated by a belief in God (existing outside of Nature and 
of History) who controlled everything down to the minutest detail.. The 
Renaissance introduced the era wherein Nature replaced God, and Natural 
Law replaced Divine Law. The arts and sciences of Europe were to express 
this conception right u~ to the present day. The current.crisis in the 
arts and sciences expresses the growing difficulties oÎ this approach. 

\ \ . 
\ 
\ 
\ l 
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The emerging new conception - of which the Pink Floyd music forms 
an element - ,shifts :the eniphasis from Nature to the mental processes, 
from the s~nsory d~ta the_mselves to their particular interp:retation by 
the mind.· A variety ,of investigations concerning the mental proceaeee 
indicate that the interpretatiori. of the sensory data by the brain is not 
- as the tr.aditiona1 :scientific attitude would have us believe -. a passiv;e 
process ·ci~termined e:mclusively by physiology_ (and therefore hardly modi:--~-- :. 
fiable). Modern work suggests bhaf the same .senaoz-y data can be inter-'·, .. 
preted differently by the same brain (i:.e• same person) in valj.d, though 
different ways. ·· · · 

·The Pink Floyd demonstrate this in their music. They force us to 
focus our attention o~ sounds we hear but tend to ignore as 'irrelevant', 
or to dismiss as mere: 1 noise' • By endowiilg · such sounds wi th musical · 
significance we are m:œde to realise the manner in which we endowed them 
with insignificance hitherto. As long as only a single set of signifi 
cances and inter-relations is imparted to the sensory data, it can be 
argued that 1interpretation' has no role to play. But once it is realised 
that the same data can be differently interpreted by the same person it 
becomes impossible to, evade the problem of the interpretative faculty, 
its role and structure:. 

In philosophical terms this means that the separation of the 
'objective' world from the 'subjective' one breaks down. If what 1is' 
(i.e. exista independently of us) can only be grasped by us as we exper 
ience it to be (and no,t as it exists independently of us), and if moreover 
the mode of this experience can be modified, then the agè-old philoso 
phical controversy about the nature of existence is bound to be superseded 
by a new controversy about the nature of experience. The problem shifts 
from that which existe to that which is aware of existence, from that 
which experiences to that-which is aware of experiencing. 

\ . . . 
This has re~olutionary implications. 

Marxt'15. 're-interpretation' of history (as determined predominantly 
by economiè ~orces as distinct from blind chance or Divine Will) was one 
of the.cultural reverberations of the Renaissance an~ was itself to 
be come an important factor in r emou Ldf.ng society. The emerging .. new 
culture (now challengùlg the fetishism .of 1laws of nature' and placing 
emphasis on the interpretation of processes rather than_ on the physical 
e ssence ;.of the. pr oce aaea : themselves) has .no t yet pr oduc e d the conceptual 
toolà ·:ror a. 1re~~~tèr~etatï'on' of aocd.a L and historicaJ. phenomena,. but 
it i~. prov:iding the raw inaterials out. of ~hich such tools will eventually 
be forged. 

.. 
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